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Non-Linear Difference Schemes
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1. The purpose of this paper is to give a brief theory of non-linear difference
schemes for solving the initial value problem

dy
dt = !(t,y)

y(O) = Yo'

(1)

(2)

Non-linear here means non-linear in! Timlake [1] and Timlake and Kendall
[2] have indicated how such non-linear schemes arise from linear multistep
schemes by averaging and by using predictor-corrector methods. A brief
account ofthe latter will be given here.

2. A general k-step difference equation may be given by

c/>n = F(c/>m c/>n-I' ..., c/>n-k; n) n>k, (3)

where we assume F is defined for all values of its arguments and

IF(a:, Xk-b Xk-2' ..., xo) - F«(3, Xk-I> Xk-2' ... , xo)/,,;;;Rla: - (31

with R < 1. It is therefore possible to solve for c/>n uniquely in (3) in terms of
c/>n-j,j = 1,2, ... kto obtain

(4)

DEFINITION 1. The equation (4) (or 3) is called stable if and only if there is a
number K~ 1 such that if {un} and {vn} are any two sequences satisfying (4)
for n ~ No, then

k-I
JUn- vnl ,,;;; K L IUj+r - vHrl,

r~O

(5)

for all n, j for which n ~ j;:, No - k. K is independent of the sequences, n, No,
andj; K is called a stability constant for (4).

It follows that G satisfies a Lipschitz condition in its first k arguments and
that K is not less than the Lipschitz constant.
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If p(x) = L5~o ajxj, ak #- 0, and p(z) = 0 implies Izl :::; 1 and p'(z) #- 0 if
Izi = 1, then

k

L ajun+j = °
j~O

(6)

is a stable k-step equation [3]. Such an equation is called a p-equation.
For convenience in the sequel it will be assumed that k = 3, though the

reasoning will apply for any k.

LEMMA 1. If(i) 4>n = G(4)n-I' 4>n-2, 4>n-3 ;n) + Wn, where {w n}is agiven sequence,
is stable; (ii) {un} is a sequence satisfying the equation in (i) and {vn} is a
sequence satisfying Vn= G(vn- I,Vn-2' Vn-3 ;n) + An' then

n-I j+2
IUn- vnl ~ K 2: IWr - Arl + K 2: IUr - vrl + IWn- Ani (7)

r=j+3 r=j

for all n ): j): O. Here K is a stability constantfor (i).

Proof The notation u.(a,{3,y;s) denotes the nth member of the sequence
satisfying (i) for n): s + 1 with initial values Us = a, Us-I = (3, Us-2 = y. If
Z: = un(Vs>Vs-I,VS-2;S), then

Now

Also,

Thus,

n-2
+ 2: (Z: - Z~+I) + Z~-I - Vn'

s~j+2

= Vn - An + W n•

Z: = Un(Z~+1> Vs> Vs-I; S + 1).

IZ: - Z~+ll ~ lun(Z:+I' Vs> Vs- I; S + 1) - Un(Vs+!, Vs> Vs-I; S + 1)1

~ K/Z:+1 - VS +d

(8)

= KIG(vs> Vs-I' Vs-2; S + 1) + Ws+I - vs+ll

= Klws+! - As + 11·
Combining these estimates in (8) produces (7), the second sum on the right in
(7) coming from the first two terms on the right in (8) and the stability of (i).
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3. In solving (1) by finite differences we assume f is continuous on I x R
where tEl = [0, T] and Y E R, the totality of reals. Further,

If(t, YI) - f(t, Y2)1 < LIYI - Y21

for all tEl, YI' Y2 E R. For h > 0 we form the set of points {tm}where 0:::; tm :::; T
and tm = mho

DEFINITION 2. A difference equation

CPn = G(CPn_I' CPn-2' CPn-3' n, h) (9)

is said to be consistent with the differential equation (I) if, for any Y a solution
of (1), there is a constant ho such that

y(tn) - G(y(tn-I), y(tn-2), y(tn-3), n, h) = An

for all n for which tn :::; T, 0 < h :::; ho, and IAnl :::; €I(y,h)h, where €I(Y,h) ---+ 0
as h ---+ O. An is called the discretization error of (9). (9) is said to be of order p
if there is a constant cI such that IAnI~ CI hP+1 but no C2 such that IAnI :::;
C2hp+2. CI may depend on y. Equation (9) is called h-stable if the inequality in
(5) holds for all n for which nh ~ T and all sufficiently small h, say 0 < h :::; hi'
K may depend on T, but not on h. A sequence {un} satisfying (9) is said to
converge to a solution Y of (1) if, for fixed nh ~ T, IUn - y(nh) 1 ---+ 0 as h ---+ O.
A set of numbers so(h), sl(h), sih) is called a compatible set of starting values
for the initial value problem (1)-(2) if

Iso - y(O)I+ lSI - y(h)I+ IS2 - y(2h)j ---+ 0 as h ---+ 0

ify is the solution of (1 )-(2).

THEOREM 1. Ifequation (9) is h-stable and consistent with (1) and so, Sl' S2 is a
c8mpatible set of starting values for (1)-(2), then the sequence {un} satisfying
(9) with Uj = Sj,j = 0, 1,2, converges to the solution of(1)-(2).

PROOF. With Vn= y(tn), y the solution of (1 )-(2), it follows that {vn} satisfies

with JAnl :::; €I(y,h)h. From Lemma I, with W n = 0 all n,
n 2

IUn - vnl < K L IArl + K L ISr - vrl
r-3 r-O

< K€I(y, h) nh + K€ih)

< KT€I(y, h) + K€ih)

and €I, €2 ---+ 0 as h ---+ O.
4. We show here how h-stable equations may be generated from stable or

h-stable equations. An application to the work [2] will be made.
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LEMMA 2. IfQ,P, rm are non-negativeforall m, m = 0,1,2, ... and
11-1

rn « Q L rIll + P
",~o

for all n, then r" ~ (1 + Q)n-I(Qro + P).

Proof rl ~ Qro + P. If Q L::;:'\ rm + P ~ Bn- I , then

n-I
rn+1 < Qrn+ Q L rm + P

",~o
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« Qrn + Bn_ 1

< QBn_ 1 + B,,_I = (1 + Q) Bn_ l •

Thus if Bk is defined recursively by Bm = (1 + Q)Bm- l, Bo = (Qro + P), the
result follows.

LEMMA 3. If CPn = G(CPn-I' CPn-2' cpn-3,n,h) + W n is stable or h-stable for every
sequence {wn} with stability constant K independent of{wn}and hfor h ~ ho, then

CPn = G(CPn-l, CPn-2' CPn-3' n, h) + hS(CPn_l, CPn-2, CPn-3' n, h) (10)

is h-stable if S is Lipschitz continuous in its first three arguments, the Lipschitz
constant L being independent of nand h. A stability constant for (10) is
Kexp(3KLT);jor a k-step method the 3 in the exponent is replaced by k.

Proof Let {un} & {V,,} be two sequences satisfying (10). Then with

W n= hS(un_l, Un-2' Un-3' n, h)
An = hS(vn_1> Vn- 2, V,,_3' n, h)

it follows from Lemma 1 that
n 1+2

IUn - vnl « K L IWr - Arl + K L IUr - vrl
r~1+3 r~j

n-I j+2
< 3KLh L JUr - vrl + K L IUr - vrl·

r~J r~j

From Lemma 2, with Q= 3KLh,

m=O, 1,2, ...
and

1+2
P=K L Iur - vrl,

r~j
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(
3KLT)n K(3Lh + 1) ~

< 1 + -n- (3KLh + 1)1+1 L. IUr - vrl
r=J

H2
< (exp 3KLT) K :L IUr - vrl.

r~j

To obtain the last inequality, K ~ 1 has been used.
The p - a equations of [3] are defined by

k k

:L arUn+r = h :L (3r!(tn+r> un+r)
r~O r~O

(11)

where the a's and f3's are constants. If ak'# 0, f3k = 0, the h-stability of the
p - a equation follows from the stability of the p-equation by Lemma 3
under the assumed Lipschitz continuity of!(t,Y). If (3k '# 0, a slight modification
of the proof in Lemma 3 shows the stability constant given there should be
multiplied by

(I-~ KLh)-I, assumingl~KLh[ < 1.

In predictor-eorrector methods for solving (1)-(2) by finite differences one
uses "predictors"

cPn = H(cPn-l, cPn-2, cPn-3, 11, h)

cPn+! =J(cPn-l, cPn-2, cPn-3, 11, h)

in conjunction with a "corrector"

(12)

Here H, J, S are Lipschitz continuous in their cP arguments, the Lipschitz
constant L being independent of nand h. (12) and (13) are consistent with (1)
but not necessarily h-stable, though it is assumed that

(14)

is h-stable for every sequence {wn}as in Lemma 3. Values of cPn and cPn+! are
first computed from (12) and then placed in the right side of (13) to obtain the
final value of cPn. Thus S becomes a function S* of cPn-1> cPn-2, cPn-3' From the
Lipschitz continuity of S follows the Lipschitz continuity of s* with Lipschitz
constant L(2L + 1). By Lemma 3, (12)-(13) is h-stable since (14) is. It is a
simple matter to show that if ,\~1), ,\~2), ,\~3) are the truncation errors in (12)
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and (13), respectively, then the truncation error An in the combined (12)-(13)
satisfies

IAnl < IA~3)1 + Lh(IA~I)1 + IA~2)J).

Thus, if (13) is of order p and (12) is of order p - 1, then (12)-(13) is of order
at least p. In particular, (12)-(13) is consistent with (1) if that is true of (12)
and of (13). By Theorem 1, (12)-(13) is then a convergent scheme for (1 )-(2).

It is known [3] that a k-step p - a equation (11) cannot be of order greater
than k + 2 and still be stable. Thus a k-step scheme of order >k + 2 must be
unstable or non-linear. In [2] k-step schemes of order >k + 2 are constructed
from linear predictors and correctors. The predictors are of the form

-1 -I

cPn+s = L a~s) cPn+r + h L f3~S) !Ctn+n cPn+r)
r~-k r~-k

s = 0, 1,2, ... q; q < k - 1,

and a corrector of the form

(15)

(16)

The a's and fi's in (15) can be chosen so that each equation in (15) is consistent
with (1) of order 2k - 1. The a's in (16) are chosen so that

-1

cPn - L ak+r cPn+r = 0
r~-k

is stable and then the fi's in (16) are determined so that the order of (16) is at
least k + q + I [3]. If (I 5) is substituted into the right side of (16) a (non-linear)
k-step equation develops. It is consistent of order k +q + I and h-stable by our
general theory. By Theorem 1 the combined scheme (15)-(16) is convergent.
We note that in general none of the equations in (15) or (16) is stable by itself.

5. The sequence {vn} actually computed from (4) or (9) may be quite different
from the theoretical sequence {un}. Though one desires to obtain Uk from

Uk = G(Uk _ 1o Uk- 2' Uk-3' k, h)

one actually computes Vk from

Vk = G(Vk_ l , Vk-2' Vk-3, k, h) + Ek'

Ek is the error introduced by rounding, by using approximations of G instead
of G itself, by using wrong numbers for Vk-!, Vk-2' or Vk-3, or by computer fault.
The question is how {un} is related to {vn}. If (9) is stable or h-stable, the answer
is given by Lemma 1, with W n = 0 all n and An = En.

n-l 2

JUn - Vnl < K L IErl + K L JUr - Vrl + IEnl·
r",3 r~O
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If IErl is small relative to h, then no serious error results. This illustrates the
need for not taking too small a step in numerical computing.
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